R&D ROCKET DESIGN CONTEST!

 HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO "SHOW YOUR STUFF" AND MAYBE WIN ONE OF MORE THAN 40 FABULOUS PRIZES!

 1ST PRIZE: COMPLETE LAUNCH FACILITIES

 2ND PRIZE: 10 FEET OF WORKSHOP MACHINES

 3RD PRIZE: 20 FEET OF WORKSHOP MACHINES

 4TH PRIZE: 30 FEET OF WORKSHOP MACHINES

 THE GRAND TOUR

 NO JUNK, DATA SPACE OF OLDER

 DESIGN CONTEST RULES

 1. All entries must be submitted by the deadline.

 2. Entries must be accompanied by a brief description of the rocket's design and function.

 3. Entries will be judged on creativity, innovation, and feasibility.

 4. Prizes will be awarded based on the judges' discretion.

 5. All entries become the property of the Rocket Times and may be used for promotional purposes.

 6. This contest is open to all registered participants.

 GOOD LUCK!
**NEW PRODUCTS**

MORE NEW PRODUCTS

**Power Tower**

universal design
for all sizes of model rockets and engines

**Looks good**

custom body is designed for easy assembly

**Fantasy Fleet**

just a reminder... great fantasy designs

**Funny Letters**

Everyday one becomes more
than expected in here, knowing
another person is good to feel.

**Superscale Sale**

including a Minuteman Adhesive kit (25k) and other
tools needed for the project. Please allow 2-3 weeks
for delivery. 

**Supersale**

including a Minuteman Adhesive kit (25k) and other
tools needed for the project. Please allow 2-3 weeks
for delivery. 
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